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In 1979 Reinhold Baer suggested to ODe of the organizers that he should apply for an
Oberwolfach conference on Abelian groups. Like Irving Kaplansky, Baer realized that this field after same yearB of stagnation - had acquired new momentum due to new connections with set
theory and model theory. In 1989, after another decade, Abelian group theory is still a very
fruitful area, intedacing with group theory, module theory, ring theroy, model theory and set
theory. Four years after the last Oberwolfach conference, progress is visible to experts and
non-experts alike. Abelian group theory was proved to be advanced enough to solve problems in
other areas of algebra. Old questions in noncommutative group theory (for example, a question
of Philip Hall from 1966) and questions in ring, field and general module theory have been
answered using reeently developed techniques from Abelian group theory.
Infinite rank Butler groups have tumed out to be a most attractive field since our last meeting in
Oberwolfach. Classical results originating in representation theory, together with refined
combinatoria! and algebraic methods, raised this subject to a high level. Re~ults on
endomorphism rings from around 1980 have been improved. They are used to construct ~belian
groups and can be applied to different questions.
Classification theory in the spirit cf UIrn·s theorem broke new ground through results on global
Warfield groups, and the systematic exploitation of methods used in their st udy contributed to
making extensions of Ulmls theorem a {ruitfu} area of investigation.
The following abstracts of the talks indicate the extent of these developments.
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Abstracts

D. M. ARNOLD:
Representations of partial}y ordered sets and Abelian groups
M.C.R. Butler showed that the quasi-homomorphism category of Butler groups with types in a
fIXed finite lattice cf types is equivalent to the category of Q-representations cf a finite partially
ordered set. With Butler groups as a model, complete sets of invariants are given for several
classes of indecomposable representations of an arbitrary finite partially ordered set over a n .
arbitrary field. Applications to finitely generated modules aver finite dimensional algebras

an~o

finite valuate4 groups are given. The latter application ~rovides a setting for a correspondence
from generalized Ba.er invariants to generalized Ulm invariants.

eh.

VINSONHALER:

Numerical invariants for Butler groups
Let Ab... ,A

n

be subgroups of the rationals, Q, and denote by G(A.,... ,A ) the kernel of the
n

summation map Al e ... e A

n

--+

E A .. Complete sets of numerical invariants are' given which
1

. '

classify groups of the form G(AI, ... ,A ) up to quasi-isomorphism, respectively, isomorphism.
n
This class~cation is extended to direct sums of such gr~ups and then to a large class ?f mixed
groups containing the Warfield groups. This work also has implications in the theory of
representations of partially ordered sets and the theory of valuated p-groups.

•

A.J. GIOV ANNITTI:
Cobalanced subgroups cf vector grouos

We say that a sh9rt e~act sequence of Abelian groups is cobalanced if each rank 1 torsion free

groups is injective with respect to the sequence. These sequences.can be used to form a suhgroup
of the group of extensions denoted Cobext(A)C). The injectives with respect ot these sequences
are precisely the vector groups. We then show that Cobext(T,A)

=0

for each torsiongroup T

if and only if A is a pure subgroup of a vector group. This is equivalent to A being a
cobalanced subgroup of a vector group.
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c~ (i. e. A is countable) this is true if and ooly if A is locally completely
decomposable. Thus the solution to the Bican-8alce dual problem is a much larger class than

10 the couotable

their solution to tbe original quest ion in terms of Bext( C, T).

as. PIERCE:
Carriers of E-rings
The groups and rings under discussion are assumed to be torsion-free of finite rank. The carrier
of a group A is C(A) = {p e n: pA # A}, where II is the set of all primes. A ring R is an
.~ing 1f EtR+) = Ea,(AR). Such a ring must be commutative. The study of E-rings reduces
to the case in whieh R+ is strongly indecomposable, or equivalently, QE\R) is a field. Problem:

For an algebraic Bumber field K and E, TI , does there exist an E-ring R such that
QE{R) ~ K and C(R+) = E? Let K/Q be normal, 0 = integers in K; fOI p e n,
TI (p) = {P e max 0 : peP}; for P e U llk(P), C(p) = {O' e Gal(K/Q) : O'P = P}; and for
~
pell
P e n, N(p) =

n

C(P).

perk(P)

Theorem. With the above hypotheses and notations

(1) If R is an E-ring such that QEtR) ~ K, then
n +N(p) = .{1};
.
peC(R)
(2) For "most" choices of E t TI such that n N(p) = {I}, there is an E-ring R with
peE

.

QE{R) ~ K and C(R+) = E.
cases in which (2) is valid, include: Einfinite; Gal(K/Q) abelian or not solvable and E
intludes a prime that is unramified in K.
the
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c.

SENGELHOFF:

Representations of posets
We regard representations .X ~ (V,U

i

I i E J)

= {ep E End V I U i rp h Ui' i E J}. Let

End(X)

T
T
T
o
o
o

T T
T T
o

0

of a poset (J,~) where dirn V ~ m and
(J,~) be one of the following posets

i i.T
i
·i·o
0

o

II

0

III

T· T
T 0
T

o

•

io
IV

and let V be a vector space with w ~ dirn V ~ IK I, then there is a representation

X = (V,U j

I i E J)

of (J)~) such that End(X) = K.

Now we want to know, how far these orderings are "minimal". Define

J(J,5) I = I{(a,b) la 5 b} I· We can show
(a)

Let (J,5) be either I or II and V a vector space with dirn V ~ 4.
Let (J,5.) J (J,5) with I(J,5.) I ~ I<J,~) I + 2. Then
End(V,U j

I i E J) +K

for any representation cf (J,~l)

(h)

Let (J,5) be IV) then replace 2 by 3 in Ca).

(c)

Let (J,5) be III, then repla.ce 2 by 5 in (a).

J. HAUSEN
The quasi-summand intersection property

Let M be a fight R-module such that (M,+) is torsion-free as an Abelian group. H the
•
intersection cf any two (quasi-)summands of M is a (quasi-}summand, M is said to have the
(quasi-)summand intersection property, or (Q)SIP for short.

THEOREM 1. Equivalent are:
(1) M

R

has the QSIP;

(2) ER(M) has the QSIP as right ER(M)-module and for all 1'"i
""1 M n 1r2M ~ (1f"IER(M)

= '1 E ~ GD2 ER'

n 1l"2ER(M))M.
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COROLLARY 2. If M is flat as left ER(M)-module then M

R

has QSIP,

iff ER(M)ER(M) has QSIP, iff Q 8z ER(M)Q8zER(M) has the SIP.
If G is a finite rank torsion-free a.belian group withaut proper fully invariant subgroups and G
has QSIP then either G is strangly indecomposable or G ~ An where the quasi endomorphism
ring of A. is a division algebra. Conversely, if A is a finite rank torsion free abelian group with
An QSIP for every natural nuber n then ~ 8z EZ(A) is a light semi-hereditary ring. These
results parallel results.on modules with the summand intersection
G.V. Wilson, D.M. Arnold and the anthor.

propert~

obtained by

J.D. REID
Irreducible graups
The strongty indecomposable irreducible groups occur aB folIows: G is a (lert) R-module over a
K-order R in a division algebra 11 with the left multiplications Rl = EndR(G) = EndK(G),
K a (Dedekind) E-ring. If GIR is reduced as abelian group, we call G a regular irred\lcible
group. A generalized version of Warfield duality holds for these and examples may be
constructed by generalizing Butler-s construction to modules over DedekiIid Rings. In the general
case define Go t G by Go/R

= div(G/R). There is a decomposition

G/R) Go/R. H/R of

R-modules. Go is·(with respect ta K) q.d. while H is a regular irreducible
cases H is determined up to quasi-equality: Go always is. In general,

group~. In

so~e

favorable

contrat over H is

achieved through the exact sequence with (GI = H/R),
O~ HomR(Ga,D) ~ ExtR,(G.,R) ~ Extft(Ga,G o ) - t O.
In any case, G is determined by the R-modules Go aod H as the pushout

o
o
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R. OÖBEL
Applieations of Abelian Group Theorv
We give a summary of som~ joint work with M. Dugas, carried out in the last 4 years; sorne
specifie questions concerning the proo{ of one of the results are given in the talk by Dugas.
The major aim of this research was the following. Abelian group theory has advaneed rapidly
within the last 11 years. Apparently this remained unobserved by many mathematicians even
warking in related areas as II real ll group theory or algebra in general. In order to overcome this
strange situation, the present author devoted same time to solve problems in algebra but outside
abelian grou~s) using reeent methods and results from abelian group theory. Here are sorne

•

examples which fit under B.I. Plot kin I S ["Groups of automorphisms of of algehraic systems",
Wolters-Noordhoff, Groningen 1972] statement (p. 87): G. Birkhoff proved (1964), that every
group is the group of automorphisms of ~ algebra. "It would be interesting to kno~ what
classes of better-known algebraic systems have this property.11
Example 1: (Field theory, answering a question going back to W. Krull and repeated by R. Baer,
E. Fried, C. Jensen). Let K be a field and G be a monoid with right cancellation. If

~

= IK I-No and

N

A is any cardinal with AI' = A

.

0,

then there exis~s a field extensio~ F) K

N
~ 0 'and End F = Frob( F) "G asemidireet produet where Frob(F) are the
Frobenius homomorphisms of F. If G is a group, then Aut F = G; and if Gisinfinite then
with

IF I =

FixGF = K.

N'

.

If K = ( and G = I, then we find a rigid field extension F with IF I = (2 0)+, answering
Krull-Ba.er-Jensen IS question.
Example 2: (Ring theory)
. If G is a group, then we find a ring R with End R+

= R[G] and

R + can be chosen to be cotorsion-uee and IR I aily cardinal A ~

Aut(R+ -)

IGI

= G. Moreover,

N
with A 0 = A.

Remark: If G = 1) then R is an E - r i n g . ·

,

Example 3: (uReaI" group theory, answering questions of Philip Hall, Kegel, Wehdritz, Ziegler
(a) torsion-free groups.
Recall sorne terminology of Hallis. If 1l is a class of groups,then {E ,L}ll denotes the smallest
s
class of groups closed under split extension (semidireet product) and loeal op~ration L. A group
belongs to Li if all its finitely generated subgroups are in 1l.Let H,B be groups and

. .c = {Es ,L}{H,B,71}. Then we can find G E.c with

Aut G = Inn GM H, and tB

= BeG (is

malnormal in G). Moreover, cardinal restrictions can be obtained as in example 1,2.

©
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(h) p-groups.
Let H, B be groups

IH I = No

and

.c = {Es,L}{H,B,Z

n:n

e w}. Then we can find G e.c

p

= B = 1, we fmd (many) complete loeally finite p-groups of
N.
. .
cardinality (2 0)+, answering Hallls quest ion.
with Aut G = Inn G" H. If H

(e) ULF-groups
Universallocally finite p-groups were introduced by Philip .Hall, they are treated in the book by
Kegel-Wehrfritz.
If H is a countablegroup and B is locally finite, then we find an ULF~oup containing B
with Aut G

= Ion" H. This answers a question (VI, 5) io Kegel-Wehrfritz, that virtually

nothing ean be said about the automorphism group of ULF-groups.

M.DUGAS
Applications of Abelian Gronp Methods 11
We use essentially self~mall, separable abelian p-groups and iterated wreath products to
}{

construet complete, locally fmite p-groups of cardinality ~ (2 0)+ and complete ULF-groups.
In eantraest to earlier, related work of S. Thomasi , our construction works in ZFC.

M. DROSTE
Universal structures and homogeoeous

grOUPS

. Let K be a category in which a11 morphisIDS are monie, and let K

e

subcategory comprising all finite objects of K. An object U
A

eK

eK

there is an arrow f: A -+ U, and homogeneous, if far any A

fin

denote the full

is called universal, if far each

e Kfin and f,g : A -+ U there

exists an automorphism h of U with f = h 0 g. Let us say that K is algebroidal, if:
(1)
K contains an initial object,
(2)
every object of K is the eolimit of an w-chain in K ,
fin
(3)
every w-chain in· Kfin has a colimit in K, a.nd
(4)

K

fin

has, up to i80IDorphism, ooly countably many elements, and between

any two finite objects there are ooly countably many arrows.

©
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Theorem. Let K be algebroidal. Then K contains a universal homogeneous object . if and only

if Kfin has tbe amalgamation property. This result generalizes the Fraisse-J~nsson--theoremof
model theory and has applications in the area of denotational semantics of programming
languages. As a further consequence, we obtain Ulm's 'theorem for countable abelian p-ßroups.
(Join t wor k wi th R. Gö bel, Essen.)

K.EDA

•

Applications of set theory to abelian gorups and abelian grouDs to algebraical topology

Let Sn(X) be the usual singular chain groups for a topological space X. Since C(ßn,X) has
compact open topology, we can regard Sn(X)
C(~n)X).

HT(X)
n

as

the free abelian topological group over

Then the boundary maps become continuous under this topology. Let

= Ker iJn.,jIm an+1' where th~ closure is taken under the above topology. Then

HT(X)
n

is obviously a factor of the singular homology group Hn(X). We shall state applications of this
'factor.

W.MAY
Endomorphisms over complete discrete valuation rings

All modules are over a complete discrete valuation ring R. An isomorphism theorem
for EndRM for certain mixed modules M is given, similar to well-known results oI
Kaplansky (195,4) and WoHson (1962).
Theorem. Let M be reduced and neither torsion Dar torsion-free. Assume every full submoda
of M contains a nice submodule B with M/B totally projective. Let N be any module. •
Then every isomorphism of EndRM with EndRN is induced by an isomorphism of M

with N.
Consequently, many M have the property that every automorphism of End M is inner.
Kaplansky conjectured that this was true for every M. A counterexample of rank 1 with
separable trosion submodule is given.

©
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B. ZIMMERMANN-HUISGEN
Finitistie dimension algebras and granps of integer-vaJued matrices
The fmitistic dimension conjecture holds fot finite dimensional algebras with vanishing radical
cube. In fact, given such an algebra A, find in A {i.e., the supremum of the projective
dimensions of those finitely generated left A-modules which have finite projective dimension)"is
bounded abover by d+2m+l, where d is the maximum of the finite numbers among the
projective dimensions of the simple lett A-modules, and m is the number of simples of infinite
projective dimension (joint work of the speaker with E.L. Green).
In subsequent work, the speaker exhibited bounds on fin dirn A depending only on the number of
~omorphiSm types

of simples.

In each case, integer-valued matrices

Me

used to keep track of certain simple composition

factOIs in the syzygies of the modules under consideration; this yields tight bounds on fin dim in
terms of the ranks of certain matrix groups.

Th.G. FATICONI
Torsion-free abelian grouns of finite rank as modules over their endomorphism rings.
Let A be an abelian group and let

f

= Endz{A). The Arnold-Lady Theorem states that the

category of projective right f-IIlodules ia equivalent to the eategory of direct summands of direct
sums of copies of A. An extension of this theorem has lead to the classification of ideal theoretic
properties of

f

in terms of the subgroups of A. For example let S( f) be the category of right

~odules of finitely generated free right f-iIlodules and let S(A) denote the categ~ry of

A-generated -subgroups of direct sums of finitely many copies otA.
. Theorem: If A .is f-4lat (A is a flat lett f-IDodule), and if A is a faithful group {i.e. IA

#A

for each max~al right ideal I ( f) then Hom(A,·) induces a category equivalen~e horn S(A)
onto S{ f).
Corollarv: If A is a faithful e-flat group, then the lattice of right ideals of 8 is isomorphie to
the lattice of A-generated subgroups of A. An attempt to suppress the faithful hypothesis on
A fo~ces one to consider Gabriel Filters of right ideals on fand the Torsion Class of right
f-iIlodules M such that M 8 A = O. As an application, we elassify the torsion-free finite rank
f

rings R such that each group A with R ~ EndZ{A) is a faithful group.

©
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A.W. HALES
Group rings of locally finite

grOUPS

Let F be a field of characteri~tic zero and G a locally finite group. If a lies in the group
algebra FG, then

Q

can be written uniquely as a

== a s + an where as is semisimple,

an

18

nilpotent, and a an = an aso This 'follows from the usua! Jordan decomposition in linear
s
algebra.
Suppose now that R is a subring of Fand a lies in RG. Must a s and an lie in .RG? If
so we say that Jordan decomposition (JD) holds in RG.

•

Theorem: Let 0 be the ring of all algebraic integers.
Then JD holds in OG iff G is abelian.
Theorem: JD holds in 7lG iff either

(1)
(2)

G is abelian
G

=H x A

with H quaternion of order 8, A abelian, A2 of exponent 2

and, for p odd,
(3)

IAp I > 1

:} Ord p(2) odd

G~D
with p odd (i.e. G_ dihedral, order 2p)
2p

This is joint work with 1.8. S. Passi.

K.

KOW~LSKI

The exchange properties from the endomorphism ring point of view
In 1987 S.R. Mohamed and B.J. Müller showed that con"tinuous modules have the exchange
property using arguments specific to continuous modules. As we shall see same of these

e

arguments are consequences of a more general consideration which is due to A.L.S. Corner and
leads to the following result:
Every semiregular endomorphism ring with central idempotents modulo
Jacobson radical has the so-called idempotent and coidempotent property.
This containes the above result and extends it in the following way: Whenever a continuous
module M occurs in a direct decomposition M fD C = EB A. there exist submodules A! t A.
ieI 1
.
1
1
exchanging Mitself, that is EB A! $ C .= $ A..
ieI 1
ieI 1

©
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1..J. ALBRECHT
Quasi-deeompositions and endomorphism rings

Let A be a torsion-free abelian group. We say that A has the (finite) quasi-Baer-eplitting
property if every exact sequence 0 ---t B ~ G --+ P :-. 0 of torsion-free abelian groups, which
satisfies a( B)

+ SA( G) ~ G and in whieh

finite A-I"ank)

•

quasi~plits.

Pisa quasi-eummand of an A-projeet ive graup (cf

Dually, A has the radical splitting property if every exact sequence

0--+ p ~ G quasi-eplits provided P is A;>Iojective of finite A-I"ank and

a(F)

n RA(G) = O.

We deserihe torsion-free groups A of finite rank having one of these

properties in terms of the endomorphism ring E(A) of A and the E(A)--qlodule structure
of A. In partieular, every strongly indecomposable torsi0ß:-free abelian group A of finite
A-rank has the finite quasi-Baer-eplitting property and the radicalsplitting property, and the
same holds if QE(A) is semi-fiimple Artinian. However, there exist groups wich have one hut not
the other of these properties.

T.H. FAY
Comoact locally nilpotent groups
Herrlich, Salierop and Strecker (Top. Appl. 27(1987» have developed categoneally the
connection.between the topologieal notions of IHausdorffl , ·closed·, ·perfect l and ·compact·,
showing that the relationships hold in a more general setting. In this work we characterize
compact objects io various subclasses of the category of all groups wh08e torsion elements form a
subgroup.

•

A group G belonging to a class Q is compact provided for each group H E a, and normal
subgroup K ~ G Je H with G Je HfK torsioo-free, Hf 1"2(K) is torsion-free, where 1"2 denotes
. the second projection map. If

Q

is the class of all abelian groups, nilpotent groups, hypercentral,

Fitting or Baer groups, then G is eompact if and ooly if G/rtJ is complete, where 1'0
denotes the torsion subgroup.

If

Q

is a class closed uoder subgroups, images, and finite products)

R-groups (x n

= yo ~ x = y) and if all abelian groups belong to

Q

torsion~~ee

a--groups are

or Q E n and subgroups are

periodie in their isolators, then an a--goup G is compact if and only if every torsion-free
homomorphic image has a divisible center (equivalently a complete hyperceoter).
This is joint work with G.L. Walls.
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L. FUCHS
Infinite Rank Butler GrouDs I
This is a survey on eertain results on infinite rank Butler groups. A new idea is to use the notion
of prebalaneedness to obtain homologieal maehinery. With the aid of this, several proofs in the
literat ure ean be simplified, and same lemmas slightly generalized. A couple of theorems needed
in .the study of Butler groups are presented.

•

K.M. RANGASWAMY
Infinite Rank Butler GrouDs 11
This talk gave a survey of reeent results on uneountable Butler groups that included a
characterization under

eH, of Butler gorups of size S }{was being B2""""ßfoups.. A Brgroup is the

union of a continuous well-ordered ascending ehain 0 = B o < B,
8ubgroups B v such that, for each

11,

< ... < B v < ...

of pure

B 11+ 1 = B v + G 11 where G11 is a suitable finite rank

Butler group. A similar characterization was given for locally Butler groups. It is also shown
that, under

eH, separable pure subgroups of Butler groups of size

~ ~w

are again ButJer. This

2

implies, in particular, Bext (G,T) = 0 fot all torsion T and for all torsion-free G with

IGI

~ ~w·

C. METELLI
~ On a (lass of Butler groups

Let B(l) bethe dass of torsioilfree abelian groups that can be realized as quotients of a

fie

rank completely decomposable group over a pure subgroup of rank 1. In collaboration with L.
Fuchs) a complete classification is given of the st~onger) indeeomposable groups in B(l) (up to
quasi isomorphism) by numerical innvariants; and necessary and suffieient conditions for
isomorphism.

©
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H.P. GOETERS
Torsion-free Abelian Groups
Two results are presented:

(1)

If A has full C--5ocle and C has full A~ocle then A and C share a
non zero quasi~urnmand;

(2)

•

If A has zero C-radical and C has zero A-radical) then A and C
share a nonzero quasi--5ummand.

As consequences we <;:an answer problem 43 in L. Fuchs ' book and give

acomplete set of

numerical quasi~nvariantsfor finite rank groups.

P.C. EKLOF
Almost Free Modules (I)
This survey talk concerns set-theoretic methods as applied to two problems. The main theorem
described in each case shows (in ZFC) that the group-theoretic problem is equivalent to a purely
set-theoretic problem. The first problem is: for which uncountable cardinals ,. are there "IW-free
abelian groups of cardinality ,. which are not free; this is equivalent (as proved by Shelah) to a
problem for whicb ,; is there a family of countable sets of size "which does not have a transversal
but such that every subfamily of size

< K.

has a transversal. The second problem concerns the

vanishing of Ext. Here it is the case that there exists a non-free group A of cardinality ".)
such that Ext( AJl} = 0 if and only if there is a stationary subset E of AI, and a ladder system
on E which has the property that every 2--eoloring can be uniformized.

A. MEKLER·
•

Alm05t Free Modules II (Dual Groups)

•

In the past 5 years the st udy of dual groups) those of the form Hom{ A»l.) = A » has become weIl
developed theory. In this talk several classes of dual groups were surveyed. It was argued that
the correet way to study dual groups is to consider the sequences
A n +1 = An*

CIl., AI, A2, ... ; (
for some group A, and (a,b)

»)

= b(a)

where AI

= A•,

for a E An and b E A n +1·

It is possible to characterize these sequences up to L oow~quivalence by simple invariants. As
weIl it is understood which invariants can be realized.

©
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A. BLASS
Abelian GrouDs that arise in Set Theoty
This talk was a survey of se.t-t.heoretic ideas related to the consistency proof for the statement

(*)

There are only {our slenderness classes of abelian groups.

This statement implies filter dichotomy:

(FD)

Every filter (on N, proper, containing all cofinite sets)
is sent by same finite-to-one function to either an ultrafilter or the cofinite filter,

(NCF)

For every two filters (as above) there is a Iinite-to-one

•

function sending them to filters whose union generates a
filter.

(*) follows from a combinatorial principle (" U <g") that summarizes the crucial porperties of a
model constructed by Shelah. It turns out that u<g is actually equivalent to a rather natural
strengthening (due to Laflamme) of the set-theoretic translation (due to Gäbel and Wald) of (*).

It is open whether any of the implications, from u<g to (*) to FD to NCF can be reversed.

w. HODGES (with D. EVANS, I. HODKINSON)
Model-Theoretic Interpretation in Abelian Groups
Given an abelian group B

= ll(pn)(k)

and a subgroup A

= 7l.(pl)(k)

with n

> l,

when is B

first-order interpretable in A in such a way that (*) the interpretation recordshow A lies with
in B? The question is equivalent to: Is there a group homomorphism s: Aut(A)
that each a

S

--+

Aut(B) such

extends a? (This reduction uses a result of EVaI1s: If G is a countable abelian

group of finite exponent and H is a subgroup of index ~ No in Aut(G), then H contains the
pointwise stabilizer of a finite subgroup of G.) The answer is Yes in the following cases:

1

2

3

~4

p=2
3

1~2

I ~1

I ~1

1~1

I S1

No

~5

1~1

No

No

No
No
No

k=

•

when k is infinite, Poizat. has proved model-theoretically that B is not interpretable in A,
even ignoring (*).

\...

©
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O. MUTZBAUER.
Mixed modules over discrete valuation domains
A dass

'1 of mixed Inodules over a discrete valuation donlain

R is defined by G E

1 if

O:f tG is a direct surn of cyclics with Ulrn invariants bounded by the torsion-free rank of G

f G/tG divisible. Each lllixed R-module G has a homomorphic image G/F which has
a summodule H/F with G = tG + H, H/F E 1 and G splits if HIF splits.
and 0

•

~~odules in

the dass

f

are described by genera.tors and relations and classified this way, .

i'ncluding a splitting criterion .

This is a joint work with Elias Toubassi.

J.IRWIN .

On pure Subgroups of TI Z. (with Manfred Dugas)
.f{

o

A discussion of pure subgroups of J) was given with special reference to the notion of their basic
subgroups. A basic subgroup B of a torsion subgroup G is a pure subgroup of Gwhich is {ree

and such that GIB is divisible. Many examples of groups are given in which an uncountable
subgroup is not free. Pinally we ha.ve a metatheorem
Metatheorero: The question of embeddability of all NI--6eparable groups H o{ cardinality f{l in

rr

is undecidable.

J.D. O'NEILL
Decompositions of Mo(fules

•

Let C be a commutative domain with a countable set P of principal ideals such that, in the
p-topology) C is Hausdorf{, non-discrete and not complete. Let er be an infinite
non-measurable cardinal number. then there exists a cotorsion-free slender indecomposable
C-module M such that M EB M

~ M( a),

the direct

SUffi

of a copies of M.
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A. MADER
Extensions of order p. (with Lee Lady)
For torsion-free groups C and A there is a sllort exact sequence
_H_om_<.....C-'-,A....} ----+ Hom[pg,
- - - - - H Ext(C,A)[p].
p Hom(C,A)
P P

t&]

This has appeared in various versions previously but has not been thoroughly exploited. We first
. derive a large number of dimension {ormulas relating Ext(C,A){p] and Ext(Ct,At)[p} where

CI, AI are various subgroups and quotient groups of the corresponding groups C) A. Then we
study the case Ext(C,A)[p] == O. Assumptions on ranks are made only when necessary. Almos....
all results in the literat ure are obtained naturally and generalized in the process.
•

W.J. WICKLESS

An eguivalence relation for torsion-free finite rank groups

= .lH) where
tJ.f.r. Dually) define G:: H if .lG = .lH.
We find a pure subgroup GI (epimorphic image Gi) of a group G) with GI (GI) unique" up to
quasi-isomorphisID, such that, for t.f.f.r. G)H, G ~ H (G :: H) iff GI is quasi-isomorphic 10 H'
(G# is quasi isomorphie to Hf).
We consider some dual re·lationships between GI and G#.

Let G)H be tOlsion-free finite rank. Define G::= H if .lG

:LX = {Y

I Hom(Y,X) = O}) X,Y

B. GOLDSMITH
Endomorphism rings of modules .over a e.d.v.r.
The realization problem for modules over a complete diserete valuation ring R, Le. given a •
reduced torsion-free R-algebra A. find a redueed torsion-free R-module G such that
ER(G)

= A. Eo(G)

(where Eo(G) is the ideal of finite ran~ endomorphisms)) has been solved

by Dugas, Gäbe} and Goldsmith in 1984, and subsequently simplified by Corner and GÖbe!.
However II small li realization i.e. with eountable rank basic submodule eannot be obtained by
either of the above methods. The main purpose of this talk is to indieate how reeent work of
Göbel and Goldsmith fiUs in this gap.
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R. DIMITRIC
Characteristic and Type in Module Categories
We define new notions of chara.cteristic XM(a) and ~ tM(a) for an element a in an
R-module M. The applications of this important notion are manifold. A few are as follows:

1.

•

We define rings (GCD-nngs) with the property that the interseetions of
characteristics of elements of such rioglJ equal to the chara.cteristic of
a single element in R. This is used then to give necessary and
sufficient criteria for the product of t-homogeneous modules -ta be
t~.omogeneous.
~

2..

We chara.cterize classes of mad ules for whieh the following isomorphisms
hold:
I

-a HOIDR(I,M)

HomR(I,M)
3.

-a M ) M,
HOIDR(I -a J, M -a N).

~ M, HomR(I, I

-rt HomR(J,M) ~

~

Using the notions of XM(a) and tM{a), we define balanced exact
sequences, balanced projective dimensions and obtain sorne results
concerning these.

4.

We use the nations of characteristic and type to give a short proof of a
long standing problem in modules over valuation domains and we announce
it at this conference.

eh. MEGIBBEN
Mixed Groups (joint work with Paul Hili)

•

Using the eoncepts of *-valuated coproduct and primitive element, we introduced in our last
Oberwolfach lecture (1985) the notion cf a knice subgroup of a global mixed group. Building on
the foundations of that earlier paper, we prove that a global mixed group is a Warfield group
(i.e., a direct summand a simply presented group) if and only if it satisfies Axiom 3 for knice
subgt:oups. As an application of this characterization, we establish the following fact: If H is
isotype and knice in the Warfield group G and if

IG/H I ~ NI, then.

H is also a Warfield

group. This paper also ineludes a purely group-theoretical proof of the fact that summands
inherit the property of possessing a deeomposition basis.
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F. RICHMAN
General p-valuations
We look at valuations on dynamical systems taking values in an arbitrary value domain D. Let

J n be the equivalence elasses ~f D-valuated trees. Then J n is also a value domain ) and every
D-valuated is a JD-v~luated group via the height function ..The main theorem is that any
Jn-valuated group has a JD--embedding in

a. D-valuated group.

Under certain cirucumstances,

this can be made functorial.

W. LIEBERT
Isomorphie automorphisffi granDs cf priolary abelian grOUPS

•

Let A)B be redueed abelian ~oups. Leptin proved in 1960 that Aut A ~ Aut B implies
A ~ B provided p ~ 5. In 1985 we could extend this result to the classe p ~ 3. This was
a(:complished by a group-;-theoretic characterization of transvections within Aut A using
intensively the involutions in Aut A. To include the case p = 2)" an involution-free method is

= 0) A finite and
IA I ~ p3. It ia entirely different from the classical method used for linear group.

needed. In the talk such a method ia presented for the spe~ial case pA

G. VILJOEN
The Extensions of Butler Groups
In terms of a nation called prebalancedness (and called semi-balancedness by Richman) those
extensions of aButier group by a Butler group are characterized which are again Butler groups.

It is shown that the prebalanced extensions of torsion-free abelian groups form a divisible

•

subgroup of the group of extensions.
(Joint work with Laszlo Fuchs)
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L. BICAN
Butler Graups and Modules
Let u

= ( ~ 5)

be a heredit,ary torsion theory for the category R-mod of unitary left

R-modules over an associative ~ing with identity. An u-torsionfree module M is said to be
u--cocritical if all its proper homomorphic images are u-torsion.

1}. submodule N

of a

u-torsionfree module M is called u-pure if M/N is u-torsionfree. Let .9 be the class of all
u-pure submodules of finite direct sums of u--cocritical modules and .!ß tbe class of all
u-torsionfree homomorphic images of such direct sums. If
•

a commutative Prüfer domain, then .9= J Let

9= {M

e R-mod I Soc(M/N) f 0

(1

(f

is the ordinary torsion theory ~ver

be t he Dickson ·8 torsion theory (Le.

for each N ,M} and 9= {M E R-mod

I Soc(M/N) f

O}),

and let R be not torsion in q (Le. R is not left semiarlinian). If every maximalleft ideal I of
R is of the form I = Rp = pR for sorne p E I then .9= ~
J

P.KEEF
Same isomorphisms of Abelian p-groups involving the Tor functor
An important result in the study of the Tor functor states that for any p-group A there is an
isomorphism A ~ Tor(A,Z 00)' The purpose of this work is to explore the cl~ of groupsthat
p

result when Z

pm

-

is replaced by sorne other group, i.e., given a group G, find all groups A such

that A ~ Tor(A,G). We are primarily concemed with reduced G. Our most impressiye result
occurs when G is separable, in which case A must be a direct surn of eyelie groups. We also
'canstruet examples of groups A which are Tor-idempotent, i.e., A ~ Tor(A,A).

K.HONDA
Existence problem of abelian p=-groups
In my paper, presented to the Proceedings of the Perth Conference on Abelian Groups, 1987, I
wrote a conjecture of the existence of a reduced abelian p-groups whose socle· coincides with the
given valued vector space over 7l./p when the space satisfies certain conditions.
Recently I have affinnatively proved tbis conjecture J and will give a sketch of the proof.
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Kh. BENABDALLAH
Minimal pure subgraups in primary abelian graups
The problem af purification of subgroups has attra.cted attention in the 60's when a few reaults
were obtained hut it remained essentially unsolved. Reeently, T. Okuyama and myself have
obtained new reaults by introducing the nation of the n-th overhang of a subgroup. The n-th
overhang is a functorial invariant of subgroups and provide new neeessary eonditions for a
subgroup to be embeddable in a minimal pure subgroup. When pure envelopes K cf a subgroup

A

ex.ist~

they give rise .to certain subgroupsJ namely K

= M tB N

where M[p]

= AG

and N is

~unded ..The subgroups N are calJed residual subgrou;s of A. The residual subgroups are •
1S9IDorphic and are caused 'hy the overhang of A. Relations between the overhang and the
Ulm-invariant of K/M exist and allaw for the isomorphism of all pure envelopes of a given
subgroup in many interesting cases. The vanishing of the overhang funetor leads to a new class of
subgraups we call vertical. The nation af verticality turns out to be an essential component of
purity.

R. BEHLER
Realizing Rings
By using methods similar to those used by Shelah J Dugas, Gäbel and Corner, we prove the
following:
Theorem:
Let .t\ be a limit ordinal wit h cl,\ = w.

If Ais' a ring with 1 and A+ a torsion-free, p-reduced
algebraically-compact group, then there exists a"reduced p-group G of

length A such that End G

=A•

where .t\-Small G = {~E End G, Vk

X-Small G,

<

w 3ak

k
< ~ : p <1k G[p]~
= O}.

•

With the same A and A we can show that there exists a .mixed group G of length A such
that End G = A tB A-Bd G, where A-Bd G = {rp E End G, 3a < A : p aG~
application of the above theorem is: by taking A

= Jp,

= O}. An

A any limit ordinal with cl · = w we

get a p-group of length .t\ which is .t\-essentially indecomposable. As in the separable case we
also get counterexamples of length A to Kaplansky·s test proble'ms.
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D. CUTLER
A problem in the structure theory of abelian P=ß!oups
There exist separable abelian p-groups that contain unbounded torsion complete subgroups but
have

DO

unbounded torsion complete summands.

Ph. SCHULTZ
Automomhism groups cf abelian p-groups
Liebert proved: if p I: 2) A and AI are abelian p-groups, and Aut A
he classified the isomorphisms (J: Aut A ~ AutAl.

~

Aut AI, then A

~

AI, and

.

I would like to introduce a new method for·dealing with such quest ions, which does not depend
on p. The method is to extend (J to a subring of End A which is large enough to determine A.
.
Let I be the ring af p-a.dic integers, and I its unit graupe
Lemma 1: If 9: End A ~ End AI is a ring isomorphsID, it is an I-algebra-isomorphism. QQI of

..

~o

'I' : Aut ·A --+ Aut AI extend to a. ring isomorphism strong enough
,

an I -operator i80IDOrphism.

Lemma 2: If Aut A

~

determine A, f/J must be

•

Aut AI 3 an I -isoIDorphism (}; Aut A --+ Aut AI.

Lemma 3: If 9: Aut A ~ Aut AI extends to an I-i80morphism of the aubring of End A
generated by Aut A, it alSo extends to End A, and hence is induced by an iSOIDorphism
f:A--+AI.
Lemma 4: 9: Aut A

~

Aut AI induces an I-isomorphism lAut A --+ I Aut AI (group rings) and

extends to End A iff for every relation Erioi = 0, Eri( ai 8) = 0 is also ~ relation.
Lemma 5: Every relation Eri ai = 1 in the group of units of lAut Adetermines a relation

•

~i( Qi l1)

= 1 in the group of units of

lAut AI .

Main Theorem:, If the following Conjecture holds, Liebertls Theorem is true for all p.
Conjecture: Let V be the group generated by the relations Mi 0i
lAut A. Let K"be the ideal generated by the relations

K

=1

Er.a.
=0
1 1

in the unit group of

in lAut A. Then

= ,(V -1).

Berichterstatter: Claudia Böttinger
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